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Xilinox lays down what can only be described as
another quality slab of his signature hard Techno,
this EP is basically 4 slamming A-Sides with a gem
of a B-Side in Ventilator v2. From the raw power of
White Ghost, to the juxtapositions of Ventilator, to
the uplifting acid of Black Ghost, this EP has plenty
of rich variety, all presented in Xilinox’s fresh style.
This Hungarian talent shows us right here that he is
a natural master of both beat and tone. And it is not
only City Wall that has recognised the skills of
Xilinox’s, he also has releases with a host of other
underground labels including FOS, Switch Off,
Techno Legends and Radio Quiet to name a few.

White Ghost
Awe inspiring thumping techno grooves right here. Xilinox does not hold back from utilising his well-trained arsenal
of stabs, claps, noise, rides, and low end artillery to create what is a sledgehammer of a tune.

Black Ghost
Bring on the acid! This is a no holds barred number that just climbs and climbs and climbs. And then wallop, atonal
metallics shine across the soundscape. A great use of contrast that will stir any dancefloor.

Red Ghost
Harsh noise and abrupt sharp tones are the order of the day here, and
boy does Xilinox put them to good use! Throw in more top notch
thumping beats and pin point percussive engineering and we have
another A side!

Ventilator
Xilinox goes to work with more layers of sharp tones, hard beats and
extreme noise. Then contrast all this harshness with a beautifully
textured low end machine loop and the result is worthy of any techno
playlist.

Ventilator v2
So this is the slightly more chilled B side gem hidden among this very hard and strong EP. The broken beat back
bone lends itself nicely as a good warm up track for a harder set, or can just be enjoyed on its own.
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